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Lucas Samaras’s pastel drawings encapsulate the artist’s career-long existential odyssey.
He uses the formal characteristics of the medium—intense color, powdery luminosity, and a
rapid, direct process—to materialize the mysterious landscape of his mind and achieve a more
complete understanding of himself. In doing so, he broadens the boundaries of self-portraiture
and also addresses the legacy of modernist abstraction.These neglected drawings reframe
Samaras’s narcissism as earnest inquiry rather than self-worship, and allow us to see his oeuvre
as a continued process of self-reflexivity.
The artist has made pastel drawings in concentrated bursts throughout his career
since he first encountered the medium shortly after arriving to America in .Working in
pastel gave the young immigrant a private outlet to cope with acute questions about his
inchoate selfhood and a therapeutic tool to deal with the traumas of his harrowing youth.
While Samaras has never abandoned the autobiographical and analytic verve of these juvenile
drawings, he considers his first mature artworks to be the series of pastels he made between
 and  at Rutgers University (where he studied with Allan Kaprow and George Segal,
from  to ) and then at Columbia University (where he took graduate courses in art
history with Meyer Schapiro). These early drawings on inexpensive construction paper
allowed Samaras to negotiate the dominance of Abstract Expressionism and begin to establish
his own psychologically intense signature style.
With the exception of a brief return to the medium in , during the s Samaras
shifted direction away from pastel toward assemblage and became well known for his
provocative boxes (figs. , ). However, Samaras’s most significant output in pastel came during
the late summer and early fall of , when he undertook approximately one hundred
drawings.Thirty-six of these were the focus of an exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art
in , and others were prominently featured in a traveling survey organized by the Denver
Art Museum in . The majority of drawings in the current exhibition are from this
period, as they are by far his most imaginative and complex. After another hiatus, the artist
made his final works to date in pastel—a series of self-portrait heads and interiors—between
 and . His continued attraction to the medium, and ability to renew his approach to
it each time, show how significant pastel has been to his artistic development and indicate that
these drawings are more than a “kind of stylistic, iconological, and emotional laboratory” to
establish ideas and formal devices for other, more celebrated (and inflammatory) styles.
Accordingly, we should understand them as important objects in their own right.

Perhaps this has not yet happened because Samaras’s pastels are not especially glamorous
and recall the sentimental “minor” artworks of novice artists or children. They invite
inaccurate historical associations and have been compared to drawings by Edgar Degas and
other Impressionist masters far too often.While Samaras also uses warm tones sensuously and
carefully blends the chalk’s dust to achieve atmospheric effects, he is not interested in
depicting the conditions of modern city life. Additionally, Samaras may use pastel’s ethereal
qualities to achieve an ambiguous tone and create mystical interiors, but his drawings should
not be read as derivatives of Odilon Redon’s Symbolism. Although the young artist was
informed by these precedents, Samaras’s aim was far more personal and complex than mere
historical allusion.
The  pastels give us the greatest insight into what makes Samaras’s technique so
different and why they have a centrality to his career that far exceeds their scale. He drew
these densely patterned interior scenes, expansive seascapes, and floral still-lifes on ten by
thirteen-inch sheets of black Bristol paper, rapidly making up to six drawings at a time, sitting
at his kitchen table or with a piece of board set across his lap. The drawings have a striking
immediacy that is heightened by his technique of blending the pastels directly with his
fingertips, as well as his use of luminous, psychedelic colors that scintillate as light rakes across
their highly saturated, electric, jewel-like surfaces. At other moments, he exploits the dusty
tactile quality of pastel and lets the abyss of the black paper underneath show through to
produce juxtapositions that are formally powerful and psychologically dynamic.
Samaras’s dreamlike scenes evoke the fantastical psychogeographies of his mind—
a motif running throughout his oeuvre, but most fully explored in these otherworldly
drawings. During a  lecture in Denver, he described the interiors from this series (fig. )
as “self-portraits” and explained that the rooms represent the inside of his head, with windows
for eyes. We cannot help, then, but view other interior spaces in Samaras’s oeuvre as
elaborations on this theme. His mirrored rooms that endlessly reflect their contents and the
isolated apartment setting used in his Polaroids (or even the box of the camera itself ) serve as
hermetic sites for him to manipulate body and identity. Of course, Samaras’s densely
embellished boxes (fig. ) epitomize this metaphor, with caches of photographs and other
mysterious mementos protected behind threatening facades that limit access to their inner
secrets. Above all others, pastel is the medium in which he most directly embodies the
mysterious heterotopia of his mind and its tangled web of memories, fantasies, and dreams.

These drawings demonstrate that the brain may be the center of human reason but its
landscape is not a rational one.
The Surrealists were also fascinated by the inaccessible dimensions of the human mind
and used automatism as a tool to try to reveal their unconscious desires in drawings. Samaras
foregoes their unmediated process and portrays his latent erotic impulses in carefully composed
drawings—like one from August ,  (fig. )—that depict intertwined couples melding
into the patterned walls of his mind (drawings from later that month show couples engaged in
even more explicit aggressive acts of copulation). Pastels from August  (figs. , ) and one
from the following day (fig. ) deftly reveal Samaras’s desire for the nude female body by
submerging it in the murky depths of a psychic oceanscape so that it dissolves into the rippled
surface and nearly disappears. In drawings from mid-October (figs. , , , ), he embeds
his ghostly figures in increasingly sophisticated ways, while also heightening the mystery of
these scenes by developing unstable horizon lines and dynamic skies whose clouded radiance
is built through subtle gradations. The drawings insist that viewers examine them extremely
carefully to unlock their secrets. Only through close reading can we eventually find the
penetrating gaze of a pair of eyes, which then reveal the rest of the concealed form—an
experience that establishes a formal parallel to the psychological process we enact when we
retrieve the appearance of a previous lover from the murkiness of memory.
These drawings gave Samaras a means for self-scrutiny in the “age of psychoanalysis,
when it’s absurd for people not to be interested in themselves.” He described this type of
“professional self-investigation” as “very important for me, it was a kind of understanding
myself through this tool, essentially a new tool.” Accordingly, the act of creating the pastels
was a meditative and revelatory way for the artist to plumb the depths of his mind, with
manifest results that allow viewers to empathize with his introspection.
The dynamic surfaces of these drawings, which read as simultaneously flat and
bottomless, heighten their psychological complexity. Examples from the end of August and
beginning of September  (figs. , , ) have cross-hatching and vegetal patterns that cause
optical vibrations and keep the viewer in a state of disorientation. Samaras enhanced this
effect about a week later in another group of drawings with flowers in vases set on patterned
surfaces (fig. ), and then again in late October (figs. , ).Their spectral coloration
produces an oscillating effect that pushes the concentric squares outward and then pulls them
back inward, while also creating a kaleidoscopic tension between the rectangular and

triangular forms that emphasizes their compositional instability. With these techniques,
Samaras injected a staid medium with the pulsing, hallucinatory dynamism of the inside of his
head, and produced a playful, sensuous retort to the systematic rationality of Minimalism.
Each drawing, like Samaras himself, has a “quixotic restlessness” that keeps us from
pinning it down. Somewhere between abstract and figurative, the dreamlike logic of these
pastels (figs. , ) makes their vases at once seem like vessels with flowers, impossible objects,
stand-ins for the human form, parts of a face, and enormous eruptions (either sexual or
atomic). They reflect Samaras’s own transitions between styles and approaches over the
course of his career, which completely frustrate the art historical canon and, perhaps more
profoundly, demonstrate the “inherent instability of the self.” This principle is emphasized
even more bluntly in his series of self-portrait heads from the summer of  (fig. ),
which show the artist’s intense countenance as an impenetrable mask. While this facade is in
keeping with Samaras’s inscrutably enigmatic public persona, the pastel drawings from 
offer us an insightful glimpse into the artist’s mind as he ponders the essence of his own
identity and encourages us to do the same.
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CHECKLIST
1. Box #2, 1962
Mixed media and straight pins
12 x 14 x 10 inches
Private Collection Courtesy of Pace Gallery
2. Untitled, August 4, 1974
Pastel on paper
13 x 10 inches
3. Untitled, August 10, 1974
Pastel on paper
13 x 10 inches

12. Untitled, September 12, 1974
Pastel on paper
13 x 10 inches
13. Untitled, October 15, 1974
Pastel on paper
13 x 10 inches
14. Untitled, October 16, 1974
Pastel on paper
13 x 10 inches

4. Untitled, August 10, 1974
Pastel on paper
13 x 10 inches

15. Box #79, 1972
Mixed media
17 x 231⁄4 x 51⁄2 inches
Collection of Linda and Morton Janklow

5. Untitled, August 11, 1974
Pastel on paper
13 x 10 inches

16. Untitled, October 17, 1974
Pastel on paper
13 x 10 inches

6. Untitled, August 17, 1974
Pastel on paper
13 x 10 inches

17. Untitled, October 17, 1974
Pastel on paper
13 x 10 inches

7. Box #38, 1965
Mixed media
8 x 12 x 9 inches, closed
133⁄4 x 121⁄8 x 8 inches, open
Private Collection Courtesy of Pace Gallery

18. Untitled, October 18, 1974
Pastel on paper
13 x 10 inches

8. Untitled, August 30, 1974
Pastel on paper
13 x 10 inches
9. Untitled, August 30, 1974
Pastel on paper
13 x 10 inches
10. Untitled #6, September 1, 1974
Pastel on paper
13 x 10 inches
11. Untitled, September 9, 1974
Pastel on paper
13 x 10 inches

19. Untitled, October 22, 1974
Pastel on paper
13 x 10 inches
20. Untitled, October 27, 1974
Pastel on paper
13 x 10 inches
21. Head #130, July 11, 1981
Pastel on paper
171⁄2 x 111⁄2 inches
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